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Description
In this version of the Gastrointestinal Oncology Scan, we have

a couple of declarations to impart to you. Most importantly,
both Dr Bhuvnesh Sharma and Dr Shanetia S. Avinger will turn
off the article board following 3 years of filling in as partner
editors. Both Drs Bhuvnesh and Shanetia have been constant,
brilliant, effective, and honest individuals from the article group,
giving exhaustive audits and smart choices. We earnestly say
thanks to them for their administration and commitment.
Likewise, Dr Salma Jabbour will venture down from the senior
editorial manager position, and we are satisfied to report that Dr
Jeffrey Olsen will serve in this job. Dr Olsen has been a
significant individual from the gastrointestinal sectiondhe has
filled in as a partner editorial manager for the beyond 3 years
and gave top caliber, savvy, and convenient audits [1,2]. We are
certain his progress will be smooth and he will proceed with his
information driven and smart dynamic just as his decent
initiative in working with the remarkable partner editors to
furnish the readership with first class writing. Besides, Dr
Jabbour might want to express gratitude toward Dr An-thony
Zietman and the publication group at the International Journal
of Radiation Oncology Biology and Physics for thespecial
freedom to have worked with you, the perusers, analysts, and
associates in this huge limit as a senior editorial manager, which
permits us to proceed with our central goal to propel the
consideration of our disease patients. We have chosen 4
ongoing articles that report results from randomized controlled
preliminaries for esophageal, liver, pancreas, and rectal tumors.
For privately progressed esophageal malignant growth, Lin et al
present starting aftereffects of a preliminary looking at proton
bar radiation treatment (PBT) versus force regulated radiation
treatment (IMRT). For cutting edge hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC), the IMbrave 150 preliminary thought about atezolizumab
in addition to bevacizumab versus sorafenib as first-line
treatment [3]. For restricted pancreatic disease, the PREOPANC
preliminary analyzed preoperative chemoradiotherapy (CRT)
versus prompt a medical procedure. For privately progressed
rectal malignant growth, the Rectal Cancer and Preoperative
Induction Therapy Followed by Dedicated Operation (RAPIDO)
preliminary analyzed preoperative short course radiation
treatment (SCRT) trailed by chemotherapy versus preoperative
long-course CRT [4].

Multimodality treatment for privately progressed esophageal
disease can bring about critical morbidities, for example,
cardiopulmonary occasions that show as postoperative
entanglements (POCs) or as late poison levels after simultaneous
Chemoradiotherapy (CRT). Albeit three-dimensional conformal
RT (3D CRT) is the standard RT strategy for EC, fresher advances
diminish radiation portion openness to local organs in danger.
Force balanced RT (IMRT) decreases dosages to typical tissues
based on single-institutional and populace based information
showing that IMRT may essentially lessen cardiopulmonary
dreariness or mortality contrasted and 3D CRT, IMRT is the norm
at numerous foundations [5].

While 3D CRT and IMRT are photon based, proton shaft
treatment (PBT) is a further developed methodology that takes
advantage of actual properties intrinsic to heavier particles.
Various dosimetric studies have shown prevalent
cardiopulmonary portion saving with PBT contrasted and both
3D CRT and IMRT. This might bring about lower poison levels,
less POCs, as well as further developed results dependent on
review information. Notwithstanding, PBT is more costly than
photon-based RT and until now, an inadequate degree of proof
has shown that the dosimetric prevalence of PBT interprets over
clinically and monetarily significant advantages [6]. This
randomized stage IIB preliminary contrasted PBT and IMRT for
privately progressed EC based on movement free endurance
(PFS) for viability and a composite harmfulness file, the
complete poisonousness trouble (TTB), for security.
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